In robot-assisted teleoperated laparoscopic surgeries, the patient side manipulators are controlled via the master manipulators, operated by the surgeon. The current generation of robots approved for laparoscopic surgery lack haptic feedback. In theory, haptic feedback could enhance the surgical procedures by providing a palpable sense of the environment as a function of surgeon's hands movements. This research presents an overall control framework for haptic feedback on existing robot platforms and demonstrates on the daVinci Research Kit. Toward this end, the paper discusses the implementation of a flexible framework that incorporates stiffness control with gravity compensation for the surgeon manipulator(s). This is coupled with a sensing and collision detection algorithm for calculating the interaction between the slave manipulators and the surgical area.
INTRODUCTION
Robotic surgery has seen significant advancement since its inception in 1980s, when PUMA 560 was used for a neurosurgical biopsy (Kwoh et al., 1988) . The idea of robots in surgery was aimed more toward proof of concept rather than immediate advantages over traditional surgery. Multiple robot-assisted surgeries and developments followed in the next few decades, some of them being the development of a teleoperated surgical robot by Taylor et al. (1995) , a cholecystectomy (Gagner et al., 1994) , prostatectomy (Davies et al., 1989) , hip-replacement (Bann et al., 2003) , and lower abdominal laparoscopy (Satava, 2003) .
By the turn of the century, many of these technologies/robots were either deprecated or merged into the daVinci Surgical Robot (Marohn and Hanly, 2004) . By this point in time, robot-assisted laparoscopy had already showed its potential over traditional laparoscopy (Patel et al., 2007) . Some of the advantages of robot-assisted surgery addressed the elimination of fatigue for labor-intensive movements, natural as opposed to laparoscopic motions of instruments, increased precision, ease of use, and motion scaling. At the same time, robot-assisted surgery had drawbacks over traditional surgery. These disadvantages included loss of touch/haptics, non-stereoscopic view of the internal body/organs, and reduced degrees of freedom among others.
In 2001, Intuitive Surgical was awarded the FDA approval for lower abdominal laparoscopic surgeries to be performed by the daVinci Surgical Robot (Talamini et al., 2003) . The daVinci has since performed millions of surgeries (The Economists Online, 2012) and continues to dominate the medical space for robotic surgery. The company has introduced several generations of the daVinci. The daVinci robot has overcome some of the disadvantages of early robotic laparoscopies by providing the same operating degrees of freedom as possible with open surgery, stereoscopic view of the internal body by using maneuverable stereoscopic endoscopes, and comfortable control of the slave arms, using foot pedals. The slave arms of the daVinci are also mechanically compliant by having a fixed remote center for insertion into the body.
Recently, the fields of computer vision, perception, motion planning, and actuation, which are essential components of robotics, have been making strides in terms of research and application. Partly, this has been possible due to the increased collaboration between different researchers and, thus, producing new software and hardware tools. As a positive consequence, the release cycle of updates to these tools has become consistent as increasing number of researchers have come on board to the open source community. Many of these tools are now used as a standard.
This research focuses on the development of new tools and also tailoring several general purpose robotic tools for application in medical robotics. More specifically, this research provides a study and implementation of a haptic feedback framework for teleoperated, minimally invasive surgery. The study intends to take a step toward intelligent, generic, and customizable solutions to address some of the short comings associated with robot-assisted surgery and haptics (Bennett et al., 1997) .
The daVinci Research Kit
The daVinci Research Kit (dVRK) is a shared development platform. The intent behind such a platform is to enhance collaborative research and development of new technologies for robot-assisted, minimally invasive surgery. The dVRK includes the clinical daVinci Surgical platform without the proprietary controllers and software. The platform includes a surgeon console, patient side manipulators (PSMs), endoscopic camera manipulator (ECM), and a foot-pedal tray. The surgeon console houses two master tool manipulators (MTMs) and a stereoscopic viewing system. The kinematic structure of the PSMs and the ECM is similar. The surgeon controls the PSMs using MTMs by engaging/disengaging foot pedals. The dVRK setup at AIM Labs is shown in Figure 1 .
The task of setting up the controllers and initial software for the dVRK was carried out at John Hopkins University (JHU) (Deguet et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2009) . AIM Lab at Worcester Polytechnic Institute has been actively involved in the successive development and distribution of the hardware controllers to all the universities, part the dVRK program (Kazanzidesf et al., 2014) . Both the hardware controllers and the software (CISST/SAW Libraries) are open source. A significant amount of work has been done to include general purpose and modern robotics tools to the dVRK, predominantly focusing on building a ROS interface.
The development of a ROS interface has allowed for the inclusion of several generic robotic tools to the dVRK. An example is the inclusion of a motion planning framework for the dVRK (Zhang et al., 2014) . The motion planning framework allows for detection and intelligent manipulation of the PSMs in simulated and real environments, though the research is far from actual surgical applications.
Both MTMs have 7 active joints and are similar in terms of kinematics. The first three joints allow for movement in Cartesian space, while the last four joints have intersecting axes, forming a gimbal mechanism, with one degree of redundancy. The last link has a gripper pinch, which is ignored for the purpose of kinematic and dynamic evaluation. The PSMs have 6 DOF each, with gripper fingers at the end, which are directly controlled by the gripper pinch of the MTMs. Like the MTMs, the gripper opening angle is ignored for kinematic analysis.
SETTING UP A HAPTIC FEEDBACK FRAMEWORK

Related Work in the Field of Haptic Rendering
Haptic rendering in virtual environments has been a considerably investigated field. Baraff (1994) proposed a haptic rendering interface for non-penetrating bodies with focus on high speed performance. Srinivasan et al. (1996) presented a study of the effect of visual cues incorporated with kinesthetic devices. This study showed the dominance of perception feedback of the visual cues over the haptic feedback calculated from the actual topography of the object. Feedback forces evaluated from point contact with volume visualization was explored by Avila and Sobierajski (1996) and showed promising results. A numerical approach to haptic processing algorithms was presented by Ellis et al. (1996) . This research also presented the implicit effects of dealing with computation and transmission of haptic forces using discrete systems to end-user.
Haptics involving textural information was introduced using ray-based mapping by Basdogan et al. (1997) . This technique, similar to the previous ones, exploits the learning from computer graphics for use in haptic rendering. Bump mapping was used to generate a textured surface with coulomb friction along the tangential direction. Green and Salisbury (1997) also proposed texture-based haptics with the sensing of virtual soil texture. Latimer (1997) presented an in-depth review of interaction between different polygonal rigid bodies and their haptic interaction thereof. His work also focused on the challenges of directional impact of rigid bodies and their effect on the feedback force. The role and application of haptics in shared platforms has been investigated by Buttolo et al. (1997) . Multiple users connected via a network were tested against the effects of latency of haptic information. Research toward the haptics for soft tissues, mimicking body tissues, has been growing lately. Costa and Balaniuk (2001) presented the application of long elements method for the estimation of object deformation. This deformation was then utilized for haptic rendering.
The work of Okamura (2004), Ryden et al. (2011) , and Westebring-Van Der Putten et al. (2008) is also notable. Ryden presented a novel proxy-based approach toward haptic feedback, where a deflection from a proxy region is used to compute haptic feedback. Okamura presented the study of various haptic devices, different types of interaction control, and their effect on the use of these devices. Wurdemann et al. (2013) presented a novel sleeve wearable that interacts with the operators forearm to provide haptic sensing. A pseudo haptic feedback (PHF) methodology was presented by Li et al. (2015) using visual cues for deformation information to the operator rather than force feedback. Such an approach does not require hardware for implementing force feedback.
As discussed in Section 1, one drawback associated with laparoscopic surgery is the loss of haptics and, while there has not been a conclusive study to prove its effectiveness, it is generally believed that its inclusion should enhance the surgical procedures. Luk et al. (2006) and Bethea et al. (2004) discuss surgical experiments performed with and without haptic feedback and present some interesting results. The results suggest that the accuracy and duration of the surgical procedures did not improve noticeably using haptic feedback. At the same time, Santos-Carreras et al. (2010) argues that the operative performance is improved significantly using haptic feedback. However, needless of the debate of whether haptic feedback is as effective as it is perceived to be, many researchers have focused toward the study and development of haptic interfaces for surgical manipulators.
The current research in haptics particularly uses impedance/ stiffness control for feedback. Toward this end, the goal is to develop algorithms and techniques for generation of position/velocity deflections from interactions with the environment.
These deflections are then used as inputs for haptics feedback using impedance control or stiffness control. For force feedback, commercially available devices (e.g., Phantom and Novint) are used. These devices have links with low inertial properties, thus, aiding in an accurate implementation of impedance control and are mostly used in training simulators rather than actual surgery. Hagn et al. (2008) have developed a light weight arm (having low inertial masses) for surgical applications. The design choices involving low inertial properties of this robot allow for easier implementation of force control for surgical applications. For teleoperated surgical robots, such as the daVinci, the master manipulator consists of links that have relatively larger inertial parameters compared to commercially available haptic devices. On top of that, most of these inertial parameters are not precisely known. This makes the interaction using impedance control very challenging.
A framework capable of sensing the environment, analyzing the interaction with the environment, and computing haptic feedback requires a few additional components, which are not part of dVRK. First, to scan the operating environment of the PSMs, different types of imaging/scanning sensors are required. Second, the registration of PSMs to each other and the operating environment is required. This entire framework is shown in Figure 2 . The framework as shown is under development. Currently, only one pair of PSM and MTM is used for haptic feedback. Meshes replicating the operating environment are manually registered to the PSMs.
Interaction Control of the MTM
As discussed in Section 2, the implementation of impedance control on the Master of dVRK is a challenging task. The main reason is the large inertial parameters of the MTM combined with inaccurate models for the actual inertial values. This section deals with the development of a stiffness control strategy for the MTM of the dVRK; however, the techniques used are generic so that any master manipulator of a surgical robot can be used for haptic interaction. Hogan (1984) proposed the use of impedance control for haptic interaction, while Newman (1992) provided the use case of an admittance controller for natural interaction. These researchers formed the basis of two different school of thoughts for interaction control. In impedance control, an input deflection in position results in the computed force as output, while in admittance control, an input force results in a deflection of position as the output. For admittance controllers, force sensors at the tips are required to sense the interaction forces from the environment. It is not feasible to mount force sensors on the robot tips for applications, such as laparoscopic surgery.
The General Dynamics of the MTM
Admittance control is possible without active force sensing, but tends to be inaccurate. Without active force sensing, the admittance control is usually aimed for very slow and steady motions of the manipulator. The goal is to minimize the accelerations and velocities that drive the inertial and Coriolis dynamic components. Due to these restrictions, a specialized impedance control is chosen for the MTMs with just the proportional and damping gains. This control scheme is classified as stiffness control (Siciliano and Villani, 2012) . Consider the general dynamic equation of a manipulator.
( 1) where
Gravitational vector, and τ ∈ R n×1
and τ e ∈ R n×1 the dynamic and external torques on the manipulator. Equation 1 provides the dynamic behavior of the system in joint space. A more useful approach is to transform the joints space dynamics into Cartesian space. Using the Jacobian J(q) ∈ R n×p and some pre and post multiplication of the terms of M(q), C(q,q), and G(q), we arrive at the following equation that represents the system dynamics in Cartesian space.
In equation 2, a and v represent the instantaneous Cartesian acceleration and velocity vectors of the end-effector. F and F e are the dynamic and external wrenches on the manipulator. The remaining terms are evaluated as follows:
The conversion from joint space to Cartesian Space requires cross multiplication of the inverse of the Jacobian J(q) with the inertia, Coriolis, and gravitation terms. Since there is no guarantee of the inverse of the Jacobian to exist, pseudo inverses are required, which tend to make the Cartesian dynamics inaccurate. Each MTMs is a 7-DOF manipulator, which requires the pseudo inverse of the Jacobian to be computed at all times. One way to avoid taking the pseudo inverse is to distribute the kinematics of the MTM and consider only the first three links. This allows for just the external forces F e = [F xe F ye F ze ] ′ to be included in the dynamic model while ignoring the end-effector torques T e = [T xe T ye T ze ] ′ . As a direct consequence, this takes away the capability to generate wrist moments η e = [η xe η ye η ze ] ′ for haptic sensing. Although not ideal, this is certainly acceptable as proposed by Santos-Carreras et al. (2010) . This research demonstrated that the change in performance of surgical tasks remained insignificant with the addition of wrist moments.
Stiffness Control using Dynamic Haptic Model with Gravity Compensation
The haptic feedback force is treated as the end-effector wrench, transmitted to the user holding the MTM. This wrench is computed from the interaction of the PSM with the environment. The interaction of the PSM with the environment results in a deflection ∂(x) that represents the penetration depth. Assuming a contact with a rigid environment, the interaction is modeled using a 3-DOF elastic spring and damper. The rigidity of the environment is controlled by the gains for elasticity and damping. The elastic gain K and the damping gain B are essentially multidimensional mapping functions, providing stiffness and damping in Cartesian space. 
In equation 6, K and B ∈ R 3×3 and are diagonal matrices:
Introducing F haptic in equation 2 to combine the haptic feedback force with the dynamics of the MTM, the complete dynamics of the MTM for haptic interaction is derived.
As discussed in Section 2.2., the inertial parameters of the MTM are not accurately known. Inaccuracies in these parameters make a stable impedance control challenging, if not unachievable. Keeping in mind the challenges involved with impedance control, a stiffness controller with gravity compensation is chosen. Since the gravitational vector is a function of joint positions, it can be estimated using regression of known parameters and estimated parameters. A model of the gravitational vector is developed using the potential energy functions of the links P(q):
In equation 11, Υ(q,q,q) is the regressor matrix, while in equation 12, Π E is a vector of estimated parameters using the manual calibration of torquesT(q) ∈ R n×1 at different configurations to keep the arm stationary with minimum input.
For special scenarios in which the environment is static, the desired velocity in equation 6 is set to 0 so that the goal of B is to minimize the residual velocity once a contact between the PSM and the environment happens. Additionally, for cases involving the motion of the MTM with minute end-effector acceleration and velocities and considering equation 11, equation 9 leads to equation 13.
The high level haptic force control loop is set to run at 500 Hz, with a consistent update rate to the MTM controllers. The haptic force control loop runs as ROS application compiled using C++. The low level torque controller (CISST/SAW) runs at a much higher speed and maintains the torque in between the update cycles of haptic feedback. Higher speeds are possible but have not been tested. A block diagram for the control scheme is shown in Figure 3. 
SENSING AND MANIPULATION OF SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
The actual surgical environment has to be sensed and then visualized before any haptic feedback can be computed. The setup to achieve this sensing is shown in Figure 2 . As mentioned before, this setup is currently under development. Once this setup is complete, the sensed environment can be visualized in simulation on which manipulation tasks can be performed.
The visualization of the environment can be replaced by virtual environments until the setup in Figure 2 is complete. For performing manipulation tasks on the virtual environment, a motion planning framework has been developed for the dVRK. This motion planning framework is developed using several native ROS tools. This framework involves ROS as a high level control architecture communicating with CISST/SAW libraries (lower level control architecture). This hierarchical control scheme allows for performing algorithmic tasks using self created or existing ROS tools while at the same time, maintaining low latency and high bandwidth control of the actual manipulators.
The motion planning interface for the dVRK relies on MoveIt and Fast Collision Library (FCL) (Pan et al., 2012) . Using the current motion planning framework, a mesh object is loaded in simulation as a planning scene and fast collision checking is performed with the PSM. The collision checking is used to retrieve one or more collision points per collision pair. The collision pair is a link from the robot and the environment mesh. Figure 5B shows a 3D volumetric skeletal model, a PSM, and also the collision points from the collision between the two. To allow for the teleoperation of the simulated PSMs using actual MTMs, the interface shown in Figure 4 has been developed.
Collision Checking
The simulated PSMs are controlled via teleoperation of the actual MTMs using the interface shown in Figure 4 . Once the simulated PSMs come in contact with the collision environment, a deflection needs to be computed that is then fed as an input to equation 13. The outcome of this equation is the haptic force exerted by the MTM. With the control architecture, the surgeon/user grasping the MTM gets a sense of the environment being manipulated based on this interaction of the PSM with the environment.
Computing the interaction deflection using the collision checking capabilities of FCL has a few short comings. First, FCL only provides the points where the collision occurs and not the explicit information of the surface normal at that point. Normals can be extracted from FCL by some changes to the API but the normals at point contact are not the surface normals. Instead, these normals are "adjusted normals, " which are computed using summation of all the normals from the multiple contact points. Thus, the "adjusted normals" are useless for computing the correct deflection. A mesh environment is loaded for collision checking as demonstrate in Figures 5A,B . The resulting collision point is shown in red.
One solution is to explicitly compute the normals of the entire mesh environment on which the collision checking must be performed. As a result, we can read the normal vector(s) corresponding to the collision point(s) and generate directional forces in that direction. This approach requires pre-computation and storage of normals for the collision mesh, which is both computationally demanding and requires modifications to the established framework for dVRK and MoveIt.
Another possible approach to address the problem is to use the direction of velocity of the PSMs end-effector, v, just before the collision occurs. Using only the direction of velocity, it can be shown that such an approach only works for cases in which the direction of approach of the PSM is normal to the surface. For different angles of approach, the direction of feedback force is not normal to the collision surface. The problem in this case is addressed using concepts from geometry, which are presented as follows.
Point Contact between Two Surfaces
For a continuously differentiable, parametric surface represented by U, the surface gradient of U can be used to calculate the surface normal to any given point.
Now a second non-intersecting surface V, with normal ψ(y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) is represented as:
⋆ 3 ) become collinear. This property of point contact is exploited to create a spherical proxy region (SPR) at the tip of the PSM, where the interaction with the environment takes place Figure 6B . The SPR is modeled with 3-dimensional spring and damping components, which is shown elaborately in Figure 7 . Figure 8 shows the SPR modeled around the tip of the PSM. As the PSMs tip and correspondingly the SPR is pressed into the collision mesh, the deflection is visualized by the red arrow.
Spherical Proxy Region Sliding Along the Environment Mesh
The contact of the SPR with a collision environment is used to get the initial direction of the haptic force. As the SPR penetrates inside the collision environment, the FCL collision checker reports the collision points along the surface of the two meshes. This implementation is replicated for a 2-dimensional case shown in Figures 9A,B .
The effect of getting collision points only on the surface means that, once the SPR penetrates a collision object, the calculation of the normals using the difference between the SPRs center and the contact point is no longer valid. Similarly, sliding the PSM along the surface of the environment result in the projection of δx on the normal n at an angle to the actual normal of the environment. This can be seen in Figures 9C,D . The environment is modeled using mesh that constitutes many faces. The angle between two neighboring mesh faces is represented by ϕ f . As the SPR keeps moving in the direction of the previous face, the point contact keeps moving along the circumference of the SPR and the plane of the mesh face, until the next mesh face approaches. Depending upon the angle ϕ f of the next mesh face with respect to the previous one (shown in Figure 10 ), the contact point moves about the SPR circumference. This movement of the contact point is related to ϕ f . The relation between the movement of the contact point along the surface of the environment mesh c 2 x + c 2 y and the change in ϕ n is not linear. The goal is to determine the angle ϕ f . It can be seen in Figure 11 that, as the face angle ϕ f varies for different faces, c y behaves like a different sinusoid. Specifically for the face angle of ϕ f = 90, the sinusoid can be expressed as c y = sin(ϕ n ) and δc x = 0. For other angles of ϕ f , the sinusoid at ϕ f = 90 is projected onto the line/plane angled at ϕ f .
One other factor affecting the sinusoids formed by the slide of SPR is the penetration depth. Thus, ϕ y is a function of the variables c y , c x , and x n , which makes it harder to solve for. This is true since separate loops are required to determine these variables. c y and c x are harder to maintain as they are measured only when the contact point starts to move along the new face. Instead of keeping track of c y , c x , and x n , an elegant approach is presented to directly compute ϕ f at all times after the initial contact. Since the velocity of the contact point c is always along the surface of the environment mesh:
And a normal of the new face can be computed directly as:
For a 2D case, this would return two different directions of n f ; hence, assuming that the collision mesh is locally convex, the correct n f is the one that satisfies the property:
For a 3-dimensional mesh, instead of getting v f , a plane is grown with at least three update contact points as the SPR moves along the mesh. The generation of this plane allows for the computation of the normal to the mesh face. The advantage of this technique is that it does not depend explicitly on the motion of the SPR; hence, there is no need to maintain the information of the parameters x n , y n , and ϕ n , as these could be prone to errors based on the shift of c y along x y . Figure 12 shows the results of haptic feedback on a few different meshes. In the sub-figures shown, as the SPR slides into the mesh, a deflection is shown emanating from the SPR. This deflection is then used to get a haptic feedback force on the MTM based on Algorithm 1. In Figure 12 , the resultant force in the body frame is shown in red, while the one in spatial frame is shown in green.
RESULTS
The choice of the diameter of the SPR does not directly affect the computation of the haptic force, what it does affect is the collision detection and generation of deflection forces for the environment mesh. A greater radius of the SPR will smooth the directional changes of the normal when the SPR slides along the mesh face; however, it would tend to be inaccurate for smaller topological details of the mesh. A smaller radius is sensitive to changes in the topology of the mesh but results in a noisy deflection force. The next step is to study the relation of the radius of the SPR and the accuracy vs. stability of the computed deflection. In a more general sense, the radius of the SPR in greatly affected by the procedure In (C,D) , as the SPR slides between two mesh faces along the direction of the previous mesh face, the new mesh face causes the contact point to change based on ϕ f .
and the environment at hand. An environment with finer details would require a smaller radius of the SPR, which would avoid smoothing out the smaller details and enable accurate sensing. Similarly, a noisy environment would require a greater radius of the SPR in addition to a filtering algorithm to avoid the noise being treated as sharp edges. The current procedure requires a relatively dense mesh with a larger number of faces compared to the local curvature at any given point. Such a condition is required to keep the deflection of the SPR and the computed haptics forces smooth in terms of their direction. As the SPR traverses along the mesh, the angle for incoming faces ϕ f varies, if ϕ f is relatively large between two faces, the computed normal will shift by the same angle causing discontinuities in the direction of the haptic force. One solution is to introduce a filter on the update of haptic forces such that the rate of change of the haptic force can be minimized within reasonable bounds.
For the current implementation, the values of K p and K d have not been calculated scientifically. Since the interaction of the SPR with the collision mesh is non-passive, the interaction introduces energy into the system. This energy causes oscillations; to keep the system stable, this energy needs to be dissipated. There are two types of damping that control the energy flow at interaction, the damping gain K d and the natural damping of the users hand. The effect of damping caused by the user hand plays an important role in the stability of the system. Colgate and Brown (1994) talk about adjusting the damping and sampling rates to improve the bounds of interaction control for a single DOF joint. For implementing a similar strategy on the multi-DOF arm such as the MTM, more work needs to be done. For test cases, a virtual wall is created in the x, z plane located at y = 0.385 relative to the MTMs base frame. The purpose of the wall is to apply haptic feedback on the MTM, if it tries to penetrate through. Figure 13 shows the change in MTM position along the y axis, as it approaches the wall. As shown in the Figures 13A-C , a higher damping gain reduces the offshoot of the MTM position but does so at the cost of rigidity of the wall. The numerical values for the controller performance shown in Figure 13 are expressed in Table 1 .
The work presented in this research relies heavily on ROS framework and node-based design. Each component is running independently as a ROS node and communicates with other nodes at different frequencies. The advantage of such a framework compared to other work in the field of haptics is the ability to scale the system to incorporate multiple master and slave arms. The node-based design is agnostic to the source of imaging for the environment. For the current scenarios, Kinect sensors are expected to be used for the point cloud of the environment as shown in Figure 2 , but they could easily be replaced by any other imaging sensor that is capable of sensing the environment's topology. Srinivasan et al. (1996) , Green and Salisbury (1997 ), Latimer (1997 ), and McNeely et al. (2005 focused on haptics before the advent of ROS or high speed computational machines. The use of node-based framework allows the use of a generic collision checking library to be incorporated for haptic feedback with little modification. The visualizations, in turn, are also enabled as separate nodes, which also provide an overlay of visual vectors in the direction of the experienced force. This visual information is helpful for debugging the algorithms and also enhance the user's response. Li et al. (2015) demonstrates the use of visual cues as a PHF for the operator with interesting results. This study relies only on visual cues and not on force application. Thus, adding visual cues to actual haptic feedback is likely to enhance the haptic response.
The use actual master manipulators of a surgical robot (MTMs, in this case) also distinguishes the research from Baraff (1994) , Green and Salisbury (1997) , Talamini et al. (2003) , Luk et al. (2006) , and Ryden and Chizeck (2013) and several others, where commercially available haptic devices (from Phantom and Novint) were used. Although this research is demonstrated on the Master of the daVinci surgical robot, the presented mathematical models are generic to any serial or parallel manipulator. The node-based design of the control architecture has an advantage to this end as well. Of course, the underlying matrices and vectors would have to be evaluated for the specific manipulator for its use; however, these procedures are trivial and well covered in literature.
Although the results seem promising to begin with, there are several limitations to them and the procedure in general. These limitations can be generally classified into the qualitative analysis of the haptic feedback achieved, the choice of the SPR diameter with respect to the environment/task, and the limitations of the use of the current framework in actual surgery. Presently, the haptic feedback felt by the user has not been quantified. The feel would vary from user to user. A quantitative analysis would require additional hardware, including force/torque sensors at the master manipulator's end, to measure the haptic response against the user's preference. Luckily, there have been many studies done in this regard, some of which are discussed in Bennett et al. (1997) , Okamura (2009), and Newman (1992) .
Another limitation to the use of current stiffness control with gravitational compensation is that only the forces at the end-effector are considered. Although the use of end-effector moments are likely to enhance the haptic feel and awareness of the environment; Santos-Carreras et al. (2010) suggests that the inclusion of the end-effector moments do not enhance the task space performance by a noticeable margin. However, it should be noted that their findings were conducted with commercially available haptic devices. Apart from the inclusion of the end-effector moments, the current stiffness controller does not account for the inertial parameters involving the Coriolis and inertia matrix terms. The current assumption for simplification of the problem is that the operator would not induce large velocities or accelerations to the Master manipulator. These assumptions, although flexible, cannot be relied upon for general cases. Thus, it is paramount to consider the use of a full impedance controller rather than just a stiffness controller. The inaccurate estimate of most of the inertial parameters and the instability of the impedance controller are the biggest challenges to be overcome, if such a control scheme is implemented.
As discussed in the implementation details, FCL is being used for collision checking. Although FCL is very fast and responsive for collision checking, it is not tailored for haptic applications. As the research moves forward, a few modifications to the library might be required. These modifications emanate from the collision point averaging techniques used in the library.
The averaging techniques serve to limit the number of collision checks performed and reported by the library. Occasionally, this results in instantaneous artifact forces in various directions. Although the occurrence is rare, it is attributed to the way collision checking has been implemented in FCL.
Last, the SPRs are modeled only at the tips of the PSMs. Thus, any collision of the shaft or the body of the slave manipulator with the environment is not reported. For MIS cases, this is certainly not a limiting factor. However, for a more realistic emulation, the entire body of the slave manipulator should be considered for collision checking. This is beyond the scope/focus of current research although affixing SPRs at various points other than just the end-effector can be considered for collision checking.
The next goal for complementing the control architecture for haptic feedback is the mounting of Polaris Optical Sensors and developing an automated procedure to register the PSMs, Kinect Sensors, and the World Frame to each other as shown is Figure 2 . The stiffness response of the MTM is also an area of further improvement. 
DISCUSSION
This research presents the implementation of a haptic feedback framework for the master manipulator of a teleoperated surgical robot, demonstrated on the dVRK. The haptic feedback has two different components, the sensing of the operating environment to compute interaction deflection and then using this deflection to generate haptic forces. The first part of modeling, the interaction with the environment, is replicated using virtual environments.
ALGORITHM 1 | Generation of haptic feedback.
1: while collision = true do 2: Retrieve Collision Points pi where i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , z 3:
Get Collision Normals ni 4: n = ∑ z i=1 n i length (navg) 
5:
Calculate δx total 6: Retrieveẋ total 7:
Compute δx = A novel idea for the contact of the slave manipulators with the environment has been presented that uses elastic SPRs. These SPRs are virtually mounted on the tip of the slave manipulators. This assumes that the contact of the slave manipulators and the operating environment only happens at the end-effector.
A node-based application for sensing and manipulation in the virtual environment has been developed. The application relies on MoveIt and FCL for collision checking. The FCL collision checking library is incapable of computing correct surface normals at contacts. The generation of normals for the operating environment using SPRs has been discussed. Due to the issues encountered with the computation of correct contact normals when the SPR slides along operating environments the use of the original algorithm is limited. This led to modifications of the original algorithm for generating contact normals. This has been discussed in Section 3.3.
Last, the haptic force exerted by the master manipulator to the users hand is achieved using stiffness control with gravity compensation. The choice of stiffness control over admittance and impedance control is discussed in Section 2.2. The stiffness controller results in a static interaction with the environment, and the perceived rigidity of the environment is controlled by changing the Kp and Kd gains. The effect of changing these gains is demonstrated in Section 4. The overall goal of this research is the implementation of haptic feedback for existing and future robot-assisted laparoscopic platforms without the use of additional haptic devices. The algorithms and derivations are generic, which would allow expanding this research to platforms other than the daVinci Surgical Robot. The first part of haptic feedback implementation is the sensing of the environment, which presents a challenge for MIS. This challenge arises from the mounting complexities of force/torque sensors due to the size, design, and operating environment of the surgical manipulators. Using the novel SPR-based approach, however, the surgical environment is intended to be sensed using imaging sensors and then processed for haptic interaction. The other part of the haptic feedback framework that deals with the generation of haptic feedback forces on the master manipulator is generic as well. Although the proposed stiffness controller is tailored for the MTMs of the daVinci robot, the procedure can be generalized to any serial/parallel manipulator for surgical applications.
